
Making people laugh worldwide.

There are thousands of these fantastical beings on Earth 

(witches, dragons, elves, centaurs, goblins, ghosts, sea 

monsters, etc.) but they have to hide their true natures 

from us poor humans. If we found out we were living 

among otherworldlings, we’d surely become frightened 

and confused! I mean, who wants to live in a world full of 

real monsters? Les Introuvables would be in great danger 

if they revealed themselves. They’d be hunted down, 

attacked, turned into lab rats, and would face other fates 

too horrible to image.

And yet they’re everywhere: at the movies, in hotels, at 

restaurants, in schools, on construction sites… and they 

don’t bother anyone! To make it in our world, these 

lovable creatures try to appear as “normal” as possible. 

They disguise themselves, blend in with the crowd, and 

use their powers to shapeshift as best they can. 

They’re adorable and peaceful, and wouldn’t hurt a fly! 

Well, most of them wouldn’t. Unfortunately, there are a 

few bad apples in the bunch. The biggest ones are the 

red demons, who go around on two legs and love to make 

a mess of things. They’re happy when everything is going 

wrong and delight in sowing chaos.

Along with the risks of being mythical creatures who 

have to stay hidden, les Introuvables must grapple with a 

villain who is out for revenge.

LES INTROUVABLES ARE MYTHICAL CREATURES 
KNOWN BY ALL, BUT SEEN BY NO ONE.

    

Genre : Animation / Kids 

Number of seasons : 1

Number of episode and lenght : 26 episodes x 11 minutes

In development 



" Voir la vie en drôle "
Making people laugh worldwide.

LOL ComediHa!
The Boys
Waiting Line
Les Introuvables
Complexe G
LOL :-) Chine
And more to come ! 
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